
ZC1 Integrated Solution



 

The ZC1 integrated solution optimises the weigher-packaging machine 
combination by making the most of the Series C1 multi-head weigher 
and the model Zenith vertical packaging machine, which produces pillow 
packs with three seals and square bases or Steelo Packs (4 side seals). 
The ZC1 offers high quality standards which translate into high 
weighing accuracy, aesthetically perfect packs with easy maintenance, 
programming and operating safety over time. 
 
Structure: compact, designed to house the 10 and 14-head versions of the 
Series C1 multi-head weigher. The particularly rigid structure is designed 
to eliminate vibration and thereby optimise operation of the multi-head 
weigher.

Hygiene: the ZC1 has been studied in every detail to facilitate cleaning and 
sanitisation operations. 

Flexibility: the ZC1 enables quick and easy format changeovers.
The weigher’s software features enable the machine to learn its own 
parameters thereby reducing intervention time by the operator who only 
needs to enter data relating to weight and speed. 
Extremely short packaging machine forming box and reel replacement 
times. The particularly advanced software guides the operator through the 
entering of required data.
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ZC1 Versions
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PFM Zenith

MBP Multihead Weigher C1

screen.

 

Mechanical Features

Operations 
 The operator enters the parameters for weight and corresponding 
limits, production speed and central plate parameters. The weigher 
automatically regulates:

vibrating channels.

and adjustable.
The weigher adapts to the product and working environment in 

memorised in the specific recipe.

infiltration of dust.

pneumatic opening.

registration system.

MBP Multihead Weigher C1



PFM MistralMBP Multihead Weigher C1

AVC System
operating sequence in terms of amplitude and vibration time so that the exact 

buckets.

ARC System
how best to control the differences in weight between the individual buckets 
in order to facilitate the search for the best drop combination and as a result 
optimise the speed/accuracy ratio.

ADC System
the number of buckets involved in the drop. This function is associated with the 

EVA System
environmental vibrations.

AVC, ARC, ADC and EVA Systems work together simultaneously. These 
are highly developed software systems able to simplify machine programming 
to the maximum. They react in real time to changes in the conditions of the 
environment and/or product.

DSC System enables consecutive opening of the buckets for the same drop to 
avoid obstruction in the forming tube. 

Production statistics complete with all necessary data. 

Ethernet to view, download and print statistical data, 
send/receive recipes and software or for teleservice via Internet.

USB memory stick to memorise upload/download software, recipes, 
upgrades. 

Can-Open type hardware configuration. 

 touch screen



Forming box detail.

Model:  ZC1 ZC1 Servo ZC1 EW ZC1 EW Servo

Structure:  ainted  painted  painted  painted
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Machine Layout

Model:  ZC1 ZC1 Servo ZC1 EW ZC1 EW Servo

Structure:  painted  painted  painted  painted

Forming box detail.

Examples of packaged products.
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PFM Packaging Machinery is an industrial group made up of nine companies: the 
Italian parent company, PFM Packaging Machinery, which works alongside the UK 
PFM LTD, Canadian PFM Corporation USA & Canada, and German PFM Germany 
companies. BG Pack SPA, which is based in Bergamo, specialising in the manufacture 
of special packaging machines for recloseable packs. MBP, based in Mantua, specialise 
in the production of multi-head weighers and vertical packaging machines thereby 
completing the range offered by PFM. Last in order of acquisition is SPS Italiana Pack 
Systems, which has come back into the hands of those who founded the company after 

automatic handling and packaging machines for baked goods and biscuits, chocolate 
PFmeccanica was founded to form a new production centre 

PFM Russia was founded, the new 

of specialisation of the individual manufacturing units, perfect integration between 

organisation of marketing and after-sales areas, are a few of the factors which have 

PFM Group meets all the requirements of flexible packaging in all 
the food and non food industries and has made a major name for itself on the world 
market.
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Emrich Industries Pty Ltd   www.emrich.com.au   sales@emrich.com.au   Ph: 1800-801243

PFM S.p.A.  
PACKAGING MACHINERY 
ITALIAN HEADQUARTERS

www.pfm.it
pfm@pfm.it

PFmeccanica
COMPONENTS PRODUCTION CENTRE
PFM PACKAGING GROUP

www.pfm.it
pfm@pfm.it 

PFM 
PACKAGING MACHINERY LTD
UNITED KINGDOM

Fax: 

www.pfmuk.com
pfm@pfmuk.com

PFM 
PACKAGING MACHINERY CORP. 
USA & CANADA

www.pfmusa.com
info@pfmusa.com

PFM 
PACKAGING MACHINERY
GERMANY

www.pfmgermany.de
info@pfm-bgpack.de

BG PACK S.p.A.
PACKAGING MACHINERY 
PFM PACKAGING GROUP

www.bgpack.it
bgpack@bgpack.it

MBP S.r.l.
MULTIHEAD WEIGHERS
PFM PACKAGING GROUP

www.mbp.it
info@mbp.it

SPS ITALIANA PACK 
SYSTEMS S.p.A.
PFM PACKAGING GROUP
 

www.spspack.com
info@spspack.com

OOO "PFM Russia"
PACKAGING MACHINERY 
PFM PACKAGING GROUP

moscowpfm@yandex.ru

PFM Packaging Machinery is an industrial group made up of nine companies: the 
Italian parent company, PFM Packaging Machinery, which works alongside the UK 
PFM LTD, Canadian PFM Corporation USA & Canada, and German PFM Germany 
companies. BG Pack SPA, which is based in Bergamo, specialising in the manufacture 
of special packaging machines for recloseable packs. MBP, based in Mantua, specialise 
in the production of multi-head weighers and vertical packaging machines thereby 
completing the range offered by PFM. Last in order of acquisition is SPS Italiana Pack 
Systems, which has come back into the hands of those who founded the company after 

automatic handling and packaging machines for baked goods and biscuits, chocolate 
PFmeccanica was founded to form a new production centre 

PFM Russia was founded, the new 

of specialisation of the individual manufacturing units, perfect integration between 

organisation of marketing and after-sales areas, are a few of the factors which have 

PFM Group meets all the requirements of flexible packaging in all 
the food and non food industries and has made a major name for itself on the world 
market.
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